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Measuring
Productivity:
A Look at What the Coal Mining Industry Does
By Joseph J. Urbanowicz, Jr. and Thomas J. Phillips, Jr.
Introduction
There may be no better example of the need for
productivity measurement techniques than the coal
mining industry. Soaring costs have closed numerous
mines and caused some companies to discontinue opera
tions altogether. Increased productivity can be the key to
allowing companies to survive in a worldwide marketplace
where cost is the most important factor. Successful firms
have found that improving productivity requires establish
ing measurements with baseline values for comparison of
future productivity levels.
Engineers have developed many of the productivity
measurements used in coal mining operations out of a
genuine need for economic efficiency. This has been the
case in many industries. This paper examines some of the
productivity measurements that are required for a
successful surface coal mining operation. These types of
measurements exemplify the need for accountants to
become more creative in any industrial setting. Most of
them call more for imagination than for familiarity with
the technical operations.

Engineers have developed many of
the productivity measurements used in
coal mining operations out of a
genuine need for economic efficiency.
This has been the case in many industries.
Productivity
“Productivity is the measure of how effectively all
resources are used, whether they be labor, capital, raw
materials, or equipment [Owens, 1985, p. 48].” Effective,
efficient use of resources in the coal mining industry is
synonymous with the survival of the company. Constant
productivity measurements must be made on equipment
and labor if operations are to be improved and costs
lowered. Productivity data are essential in establishing
realistic planning and forecasting criteria as well. Efficient
use of resources in any industrial setting requires produc
tivity data.
Dividing a surface coal mining operation into units is
first necessary. Productivity measurements then help
determine productivity levels of unit operations as well as
overall performance of the collective mine. This segment
ing process is normally a good first step in any organiza

tion. Recent technological changes allow enhanced
productivity measurement using electronic monitoring
and computers. Examples of technological changes in the
coal mining industry are examined in a later section.

Recent technological changes allow
enhanced productivity measurement
using electronic monitoring and
computers. Examples of technological
changes in the coal mining industry are
examined in a later section.
Measurements for Unit Operations
Productivity in individual unit operations determines
the overall productivity of a surface coal mine. Four unit
operations comprise a surface coal mine: drilling, blast
ing, overburden removal, and coal loading and hauling.
Knowing the basic operational process in any organiza
tional unit is essential for developing productivity meas
urements. Notice in the following sections how the
process objectives are refined into measurements in each
of the unit operations.
Drilling
The majority of surface coal mines in the United States
have overburden material, rock that directly overlies the
coal seam. This must first be fractured into a loadable
size. The first unit operation in the fracturing process is
production drilling. Drill holes of varying diameter are
bored into the overburden from a predetermined eleva
tion to the top of the coal seam. Normally these holes are
drilled in a carefully designed pattern to maximize rock
fracture and to minimize drilling time and the amount of
explosives used.
During every shift, the drill operator routinely records
the depth of each hole and the total depth of drilling on
daily drill reports. "The daily drill report should also
include date, shift, operator and helpers’ names, identity
of the drill rig, location, material encountered, actual
rotating time, delays and their cause, potential mechanical
problems in evidence, and wear condition of the bit after
each hole. This information is valuable for future perform
ance analysis and calculating overall drill efficiency.”
[Williamson, 1972, p. 308]
The measure of drilling productivity is penetration rate,
the distance of drill bit advances through overburden per
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unit of time. For example, if the total
footage drilled for a particular eight
hour shift were 846 feet, the penetra
tion rate would be 105.8 feet per
scheduled hour (846 feet divided by
8 hours). Drilling productivity also
can be expressed in terms of operat
ing hours and actual rotating hours.
In the example above, if the drill
operated for six of eight scheduled
hours (two nonproductive hours
were allocated to operator travel,
lunch break, breakdowns, fueling,
etc.), the penetration rate would be
141.0 feet per operating hour (846
feet divided by 6 hours). If the drill
were actually rotating five of the six
operating hours (one hour was
allocated to drill travel and setup
time between holes), the penetration
rate would be 169.2 feet per rotating
hour (846 feet divided by 5 hours).1
Drilling productivity is measured
each shift for every drill in operation.
This information is then compiled on
a daily, monthly, and annual basis.
Accurate measurement of drilling
productivity is essential in
determining drill cost per foot. Once
1 In one subsequent discussion of unit
operations, we use the scheduled hourly
basis for productivity measurement.

operating and ownership costs have
been determined on an hourly basis,
the cost per foot for each drill can be
calculated by dividing cost per hour
by the penetration rate ($/hr divided
by ft/hr = $/ft).

The amount of time
required to prime, load,
and detonate the drilling
pattern is an important
consideration in the
overall performance of
blasting operations.
Blasting
Blasting is the second unit
operation in the fracturing process.
After drilling, holes are loaded with
an explosive mixture. Bulk trucks
carrying explosives drive directly up
to the drill hole and deposit the
mixture into the hole.
The amount of time required to
prime, load, and detonate the drilling
pattern is an important consideration
in the overall performance of
blasting operations. Productivity of

the blasting operation, however, is
measured primarily in terms of the
quantity of explosives required to
fracture a unit volume of overburden
material. The powder factor is a
measure of the number of pounds of
blasting agent needed to fracture
each bank cubic yard of overburden
material.
Two measures are required. The
blasting foreman calculates total
quantity of bulk explosive placed into
the holes. Next, total bank cubic
yards of overburden fractured must
be calculated by using hole spacing
and depth data available from drill
reports relating to the particular
drilling pattern. The powder factor is
then calculated by dividing total
pounds of bulk explosive by total
bank cubic yards of overburden
blasted. Another measure of blasting
productivity is the blasting ratio. This
is defined as “total bank cubic yards
of overburden divided by the total
number of pounds of explosives,
including caps, primers, boosters,
and the blasting agent.” [Pfleider,
1973, p. 142]
Overburden Removal
Three common methods of over
burden removal are by dozer, truck/
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loader, and dragline. Choice of equip
ment selection depends on capital
availability, strip ratio (bank cubic
yards of overburden per ton of recov
erable coal), number of coal seams to
recover, geology, and quantity of
recoverable coal that must be
uncovered each operating day.
In dozer stripping operations, the
blasted overburden is pushed into an
adjacent pit or spoil area. Two
variables that have the greatest
impact on dozer productivity are
push distance and working grade:
how far the dozer must push each
blade of material, and the positive or
negative effect of the working grade
upon the speed of moving material.
Dozer productivity is measured
most accurately by volumetric field
surveys and time studies. The first
step requires a survey of the existing
topography of the area to be
excavated. A stop watch is started,
and the dozer begins pushing the
overburden into the adjacent spoil
area. Accurate records must be kept
on average push distance, average
working grade, downtime, and
operating time. The dozer should
work for several days in order to get
a representative result.

Two variables that have
the greatest impact on
dozer productivity are push
distance and working
grade: how far the dozer
must push each blade of
material, and the positive
or negative effect of the
working grade upon the
speed of moving material.
When work is completed, total
time is recorded, and a second field
survey defines the shape of the
excavation. The difference between
the pre-mining and post-mining
surveys is volumetrically evaluated
to calculate the bank cubic yards of
overburden pushed. Dividing the
total bank cubic yards by the
scheduled operating hours yields the
dozer productivity for the average
push distance and working grade
under examination.
Similar studies are required for
different excavating situations (i.e.,

shorter or longer push distances,
and steeper and flatter working
grades). The same productivity
measuring technique should be
carried out for all dozers with
different horsepower ratings and
blade specifications. Measuring
different dozer productivities in
varying situations yields a range of
productivity information that can be
expressed in spread sheet format.
Productivity data are matched with
dozer coast per hour information to
yield dozer cost per bank cubic yard
of overburden ($/hr divided by
BCY/hr = $/BCY). Resulting
information can again be placed into
a spread sheet format to illustrate
varying cost per bank cubic yard for
different push distances and working
grades.
Another method of overburden
removal is with truck and loader. The
loader scoops up the loose
overburden material and dumps it
into a truck. The truck hauls the
material to a dumping location and
returns for another load.
There are several methods
available to measure the productivity
of the truck/loader team. The first
method involves accurate
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recordkeeping of truck load counts.
Each truck driver fills out a shift
report with the date, shift, driver
name, truck identification number,
loader number, loading location,
dump location, number of loads
hauled, downtime, and operating
time. The loader operator also fills
out a shift report with the date, shift,
operator name, loader identification,
identity of trucks loaded, number of
loads hauled by each truck,
loading location, downtime, and
operating time. The pit
foreman collects the
truck and loader shift
reports and compiles
the information for
each team. The
truck load
information from
both sources acts as
a good cross-check
(i.e., number of
truck loads added
up from truck
reports must equal
number of trucks
loaded from loader
report).
The truck’s heaped capacity in
loose cubic yards must then be
known in order to determine the
total number of loose cubic yards
moved by each truck/loader team.
Truck capacity usually is available
from the manufacturer. Capacity can
also be calculated from several days
of good load count information in
conjunction with a before-and-after
volumetric field survey of the dump
site. The latter is more likely to be
accurate as there may be
discrepancy in manufacturer
specifications that will distort
productivity measurement.
Once the heaped capacity of the
hauling truck is known, the total
loose cubic yards and material
moved by the team can be calculated
by multiplying the total number of
loads by the heaped capacity in loose
cubic yards per load (# loads x LCY/
load = total LCY). (Obviously, this
calculation works only if all trucks in
each team are the same type and
have the same truck bed.) The
productivity of the truck/loader team
can now be measured by dividing the
team’s total loose cubic yards by the
scheduled loader hours for a given
shift (total LCY by scheduled loader
hours).
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In order to measure the productiv
ity of the truck/loader team on a
bank cubic yard basis, the swell
factor of the material must be known.
The swell factor of a material is the
percentage of increase in volume that
oc
curs

when a mate
rial is taken out of its
natural state (e.g., a
typical swell factor for shot sand
stone is about 30%).
A second method to measure the
productivity of the truck/loader team
is similar to the volumetric survey
and time study method discussed for
the dozer operation. The pre-mining
and post-mining typography of the
mining area is surveyed. The volu
metries are evaluated and the bank
cubic yard excavated are calculated
for the particular time period. Total
bank cubic yards are then divided by
total scheduled loader hours in order
to determine the truck/loader team
productivity.
Each measurement method for the
truck/loader team has advantages
and disadvantages. The truck load
count method is relatively inexpen
sive, but good daily recordkeeping is
essential. It has the advantage of
allowing productivity to be measured
at the end of every shift for each

team. Low productivity may be able
to be improved by the next shift with
minor changes in operating proce
dures. One disadvantage is that truck
load counting can skew the results if
the trucks are not loaded to full
capacity or if the truck load count is
miscalculated. The volumetric sur
vey method is more accurate but also
more costly. It requires surveying
services besides extra in-office com
putation time. Most large operations,
however, have a survey crew on staff
and routinely do volumetric surveys
and computations for monthly re
porting purposes.
The largest and most
efficient overburden
moving machine is the
dragline. Large surface
mining operators that
employ medium-size
to large draglines
can take advantage
of the economy-ofscale concept.
Productivity levels,
however, must remain
high throughout the
twenty to twenty-five year
life expectancy of the
dragline in order to
justify its $25 million or more
purchase cost. Seemingly small
savings of time and effort in dragline
operation can have significant effect
on profit [Furniss, 1986]. The ability
to measure and continually enhance
the performance of a dragline will
help insure competitive productivity
levels throughout the life of the
machine.
The first method of productivity
measurement is based on dragline
swings. Draglines constantly pick up,
swing, and dump material, then
swing back to the starting position.
Normally each swing counts toward
a bucket of overburden removed
from the set and placed into the old
pit. Time studies are often carried
out to determine the number of
swings a dragline can be expected to
make in one hour, and occasionally
draglines have monitoring systems

The largest and most
efficient overburden
moving machine
is the dragline.

that calculate the average number of
swings per hour at the encl of each
shift. The number of swings per hour
times the rated bucket capacity in
bank cubic yards for a particular
material will give the expected bank
cubic yards per hour.
The swing count method of pro
ductivity measurement can be ac
curate for normal digging situations
only. The dragline often has to re
handle material several times for
bench preparation and awkward dig
ging situations. Rehandling material
is counter productive. Rehandled
yardage must be isolated and deleted
from bank cubic yard per hour cal
culations. The swing count method
otherwise can overstate dragline
productivity by including nonproduc
tive swings with productive swings.
A better method to measure the
productivity of the dragline is iden
tical to the volumetric survey and
time study method discussed for the
truck/loader operation. The pre
mining and post-mining topography
for the mining area is surveyed.
Rehandled yardage must be isolated

Coal loading is a
secondary process to
overburden removal.
so it is not included as productive
bank yardage. The volumetries are
evaluated and the bank yardage and
rehandled yardage excavated are
calculated for the time period. The
total bank cubic yards are then
divided by the total scheduled hours
in order to determine the dragline
productivity.
A bank index occasionally is calcul
ated to evaluate dragline productivity
by machines of different bucket size.
The bank index is the number of
bank cubic yards an excavator can
move in 365 24-hour days per yard of
bucket size.
Coal Loading and Hauling
The final unit operation is the coal
loading and hauling operation. Coal
loading is a secondary process to
overburden removal. The over
burden removal rate and stripping
ratio actually determine how much
coal will be uncovered at any time.
The daily quantity of coal uncovered
usually equals the daily quantity

Once the primary
objectives of each unit
are recognized, these
objectives can be
stated in quantitative
measurements.
delivered to the customer, and the
entire operation is designed to sup
ply enough coal annually to satisfy
the long- and short-term contracts.
For example, a mien that has sales
contracts for 3 million tons of coal
per year must uncover approximately
60,000 tons of coal per week
(3,000,000 tons divided by 50 weeks
per year). If the coal is loaded five
days per week, two shifts per day, the
mine must load 6,000 tons of coal
each scheduled loading shift (60,000
tons per week divided by [5 days per
week x 2 shifts per day]).
The productivity of the loading
operation normally is measured in
terms of tons loaded per shift. The
tonnage loaded in any given shift
occasionally is determined by
weighing the coal trucks before they
reach their final destination (truck
hopper, coal river dock, stockpile,
etc.). A better method involves
weighing the coal after it is crushed
and fed onto a conveyor belt. This
method is practical only if the mine
has a preparation plant/rail loadout,
or conveys coal directly to a power
generating station.

Measurements for
Overall Operations
Measuring productivity in the unit
operations above requires only a
basic knowledge of each process.
Once the primary objectives of each
unit are recognized, these objectives
can be stated in quantitative meas
urements. These measurements are
developed the same way in any
industry whether they be average
miles per hour or cost per mile in
transporting, cost per hour or cost
per square foot in developing con
struction bids, unit volume per hour
or cost per unit volume in casting
metals, painted strips per hour or
cost per painted foot for a robot in an
automobile plant, or any of thou
sands of other possible measure
ments in various operations.

Overall productivity measure
ments for the entire operation should
also be developed. However, these
measurements are often more
limited and they are not as useful in
pinpointing problems. All inclusive
productivity measurements are help
ful in comparing one period with
another or one plant with another.
In the coal mining industry, overall
mine productivity is often measured
in tons produced per man shift. This
method takes into account not only
the tons of coal produced per shift,
but the number of employees as well.
Normally all employees at the mine,
hourly as well as salaried, are
included.
Overall mine productivity also can
be measured in bank cubic yards for
an entire fleet of overburden removal
units. This is easily accomplished by
summing up the total bank cubic
yards for each major earth mover
and dividing by the summed up
scheduled operating hours for each
major earth mover. The resulting
productivity measure is in terms of
total bank cubic yards per scheduled
operating hour for the entire strip
ping fleet.

Electronic Monitoring
and Computers
Many coal operations are turning
to remote monitoring systems to
measure productivity. Monitors are
gradually becoming standard equip
ment for draglines and some of the
larger stripping shovels. “Many min
ing companies are now looking at
computerized monitoring and control
systems as a route to better effi-

Computerized monitors
can provide feedback to the
machine operator as well
as speed up the productivity
measurement.
ciency. Among the benefits of such
systems are faster, more accurate
data gathering for production and
maintenance purposes [Furniss,
1986, p. 41].”
Computerized monitors can pro
vide feedback to the machine oper
ator as well as speed up the produc
tivity measurement. Some monitors
can display the latest cycle time and
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the number of complete cycles since
the start of the shift. This valuable
information allows the operator to
monitor his own techniques and
develop a consistent and efficient
rhythm. [Furniss,1986]
The real drawback in the onboard
computer and monitoring system is
initial cost. Some companies market
a computerized dragline monitoring
system that is priced in the $500,000
range. As these systems still have
some operating defects, many
companies are wary of investing so
much money when they can continue
measuring productivity with tradi
tional methods that provide accurate
information.
Of all the technology developed
over recent years, nothing has great
er significance for coal mining pro
ductivity than the microcomputer.
Microcomputers do not measure pro-

Overall productivity is the
key to survival in any
industry
ductivity directly, but they greatly im
prove data analysis and decision
making at the mine level. Correctly
programmed computers can meas
ure trends in production statistics
and flag troubled activities for any
desired time frame [Britton, 1985,
1986].
Similar technology is available for
use in most industries. Many pieces
of equipment and most robotic de
vices have monitoring systems. Con
currently, software for microcompu
ters can be developed that will track
productivity or alert operators when
productivity is dropping.
Conclusion
This paper has shown how to
divide a company by unit operations
and to measure productivity in each
operation. Exhibit 1 summarizes the
productivity measurements for unit
and overall operations in a coal min
ing operation. Most of these are sim
ple to develop and relatively easy to
measure and evaluate. Dozer produc
tivity is the most difficult to evaluate
because it is complicated by a range
of operating factors. Multiple meas
urements for a given operation are
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EXHIBIT 1
SUMMARY OF PRODUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS FOR SURFACE COAL MINING —
UNIT MEASURES
1. Production Drilling
A. Feet per Operating Hour, or Feet per Rotating Hour (Penetration
Rate)
B. Cost per Hour
C. Cost per Foot (B÷A)
2. Blasting
A. Bank Cubic Yards of Overburden Material per Pound of Explosive
B. Bank Cubic Yards of Overburden Material ÷ Pounds of Explosive
(Blasting Ratio)
3. Overburden Removal
A. Bulldozer
1. Bank Cubic Yards per Hour ÷ Pushing Distance and Working
Grade
2. Cost per Hour ÷ Push Distance and Working Grade
3. Cost per Bank Cubic Yard ÷ Push Distance and Working Grade
B. Truck/Loader
Loose Cubic Yards per Hour
C. Dragline
1. Swings per Hour
2. Bank Cubic Yards per Hour
4. Coal Loading and Hauling
Tons Loaded per Shift
Overall Measures
1. Tons of Coal per Man Shift
2. Total Bank Cubic Yards per Operating Hour

useful so that operators will not opti
mize a single measurement (e.g., op
timize penetration rate, but fail to
consider cost).
Overall productivity isthe key to
survival in any industry. In the case
of the coal mining industry, in
creased overall productivity can only
be assured by examining and im
proving unit operations that lead to
the final output. The productivity
measurements we have presented
exemplify how a little creativity can
be the difference between success
and failure. If mining operations are
to remain competitive in today’s de
pressed industry, a company must be
able to maintain high productivity
levels, and productivity measurement
is the basis for productivity improve
ment. Similar creative analysis can
be the key to success in other
industries, too.
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